Warning: Failure to comply with warning may result in injury or death. This device is not suitable for all individuals. Other devices may be required. This device is not a substitute for visual monitoring by caregiver. Sensor pad fall monitors are prone to difficulties. Be sure cord cannot entangle or choke the user. The manufacturer does not claim that this device will stop elopement and/or stop falls. This device is designed to augment caregivers comprehensive resident mobility management program. Test this device before each use. Read the instructions and legal disclaimer.

Read Instructions Before Use:

Battery not included. Use 3 x AA alkaline Batteries.

Set Up: Plug sensor pad into the fall monitor. Apply pressure to the sensor pad to test the system. The monitor will emit two beeps, indicating that the system is working. The Monitor Status LED will blink every 3 seconds when the system is activated and operating properly.
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SETTING UP
1. Connect monitor to pad.*
2. Put pressure on the pad.
3. Wait to hear two beeps.

RESETTING (Two Options)
Select either
“Reset Button ON” or “Reset Button OFF”

1. If “Reset Button ON”, use the reset button.
2. If “Reset Button OFF”, use the Caregiver Key™.

NOTE: Patient can reset fall monitor by sitting/laying down on sensor pad.

WARNING: Be sure to read all alarm and sensor instructions before use. Test system to ensure that it is working properly before leaving the patient unattended.